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ABSTRACT 3D High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) is the latest High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) standard development to improve the compression performance of multi-view video plus depth
(MVD) format. It adopts several additional coding tools for better representation of the dependent texture
and depth data. These tools achieve high compression efficiency, but require high computational complexity.
In this paper, we introduce a fast 3D-HEVC method for the complexity reduction of MVD. A simulation
analysis is performed to study the coding information correlations of inter-view, spatio-temporal and texture-
depth. The proposed fast algorithm decides to skip some treeblocks of texture and depth map at the early
stage without a normal coding process, which includes fast depth level, early SKIP/Merge mode, adaptive
early termination, based on the correlations of inter-view, spatio-temporal, and texture-depth. Experimental
results show that the proposed fast scheme can save 70.2% encoding runtime of 3D-HEVC, with negligible
loss of rate-distortion (RD) performance.

INDEX TERMS 3D-HEVC, low complexity, texture video, depth map.

I. INTRODUCTION
3D video is getting more and more popular due to the recent
advances in stereoscopic display technologies and related
applications, such as 3D television (3DTV), 3D film and
3D game. The next generation 3D representation, MVD [1],
which consists of texture image and associated depth map,
has been recommended by Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG). It enables receiver to synthesized intermediate
views by using depth image based rendering (DIBR) [2].
To improve the coding efficiency ofMVD, the 3D-HEVC has
been developed by the latest video standard-HEVC [3]–[5].
Research effort in both industry and academia have been put
together to better understand and explore the texture videos,
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corresponding depth data characteristics and developing effi-
cient MVD coding methods.

To efficient compression of MVD data, the additional
tools are designed to exploit the dependencies between
the components. The official 3D-HEVC reference soft-
ware can achieve over 46% bit-rate savings over HEVC
simulcast for 3D video contents [6]. This significant com-
pression improvement is attained from several coding
tools beyond conventional single-layer video coders HEVC,
known as ‘‘Neighboring block disparity vector (NBDV)’’,
‘‘Inter-view motion prediction (IMP)’’ and ‘‘View synthe-
sis prediction (VSP)’’ for texture videos, ‘‘Depth model-
ing modes(DMMs)’’, ‘‘Segment-wise DC coding (SDC)’’
and ‘‘Motion parameter inheritance (MPI)’’ for depth maps,
respectively. However, these additional coding tools bring
significant computation complexity of the encoder, and actu-
ally handicap the chances of application. The complexity
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of 3D-HEVC becomes a critical importance issue. Therefore,
it needs a further reduction on computational complexity with
negligible loss of coding performance to promote 3D-HEVC
broader applications.

In order to simplify the previous 3D video coding standard
with large complexity, some fast methods [7]–[13] are pro-
posed. A view-adaptive algorithm for fast motion estimation
(ME) based on the motion information and the complexity of
candidate modes is investigated in [7], which can achieve the
computational complexity reduction of multi-video coding
(MVC). An early decision method is introduced in [8] to
balance between time reduction and coding performance of
MVC,which considers both probability and coding time of all
coding modes, a novel model is employed by taking selection
method into considering based on the multi-view coding
mode characteristics. An early decision method utilizing the
advantage of inter-component correlation is proposed in [9],
which can achieve time saving for coding process. In [10],
a fast decision is made to decrease candidate modes by the
relationship between the current and adjacent view. The fast
macroblock encoding method in [11] reduces the number of
candidate modes: fast mode decision. Firstly, the procedure
of SKIP/Direct mode detection can extract RD information
of the current block. Secondly, the ME/disparity estimation
(DE) and mode decision process are optimized to utilize
the obtained RD activity. Finally, the spatial and inter-view
correlations are applied to perfect the coding performance.
A fast decision algorithm is developed in [12] to accelerate
the encoding process of MVC based on high and direc-
tional correlation among variable block size coding modes.
Adaptive DE and fast mode size decision are developed in
our former work [13] by utilizing the correlation of texture
image and depth map to achieve the complexity reduction
of MVD. However, these fast methods are not suitable for
the HEVC-based 3D video encoder, which employs new
quadtree structured coding unit (CU) and additional coding
tools with increased complexity in 3D-HEVC. Furthermore,
the previous fast MVC methods are more favorably designed
for the multi-view video compression with lower spatial
resolution.

Recently, some fast algorithms of HEVC also have been
developed in the literatures. They consist of two different
works: methods with intra mode decision and CU size pre-
diction. Category 1: fast intra mode decision methods are
designed in literatures [14]–[17]. A fast decision method
is investigated in [14] based on the direction information
among the current CU and neighboring CUs. In [15], fast
intra mode decision method adopts the edge information
contained in prediction unit (PU) to achieve candidate pre-
diction directions reduction. In [16], a complexity control
method can dynamically adjust the partitioning level of
the CU that is defined by quadtree-based structure through
utilizing fast mode decision algorithm. An early CU size
decision is designed in [17] for fast intra prediction. The
aforementioned fast intra mode decision methods are well
researched for HEVC to reduce coding time with acceptable

quality degradation. However, since the coding structure
involved in disparity compensated and mode prediction is
different from that of HEVC, it is necessary to further
improve the performance of mode determination processing
in 3D-HEVC. Category 2: methods with fast CU size pre-
diction are developed in literatures [17]–[25]. A fast par-
tition method is designed in [18], which can achieve the
complexity reduction of HEVC. A fast CU size decision is
presented in [19] to reduce the candidate depth levels for
intra prediction process of HEVC. A fast CU depth deci-
sion is developed in [20] to speed up the encoding time
by utilizing the correlation of depth information within the
spatio-temporal treeblock and the current treeblock. In [21],
a mode selection method based on linear programming is
reported to save computational complexity by the frames.
A novel zero block (ZB) detection method is introduced
in [22] to detect pseudo ZBs, and then avoid the increasing
of coding time for original encoder. In [23], a CU selection
algorithm can early skip the specific inter CUs by utilizing
the pyramid motion divergence in HEVC. A fast mode [24]
and CU size decision [25] will accelerate the coding process
by jointly utilizing correlation between the spatio-temporal
and quadtree structure, and the coding information introduced
in referenced coded CUs. In [26], a fast transform unit (TU)
size decision method is introduced to select the candidate
transform sizes by using the Bayesian theory. A fast decision
based on the correlation of spatio-temporal is investigated in
our former work [27] as well, which achieves runtime reduc-
tion of HEVC. All these fast CU size prediction methods can
effectively reduce complexity with small performance loss.
However, these fast mode decision and CU size prediction
methods are only designed for the texture video, which do not
exploit the depth map properties or the characteristics of the
new intra prediction modes (such DMMs). They are further
used to reduce the complexity of texture and depth coding.

To address the limitation, some state-of-the-art works
[28]–[39] on fast encoding have been presented for
3D-HEVC. These methods can be categorized into the fol-
lowing categories: Category 1: reducing the complexity of
depth coding. A fast decision method is designed in [28] to
allocate DMMcomplexities by classifying edge into different
strategies, which can adaptively skip useless DMMs mode.
A fast intra coding is introduced in [29] to early terminate the
quadtree partition of depth map, which can adaptively detect
corner point and reallocate the partitioning level. A fast mode
decision is presented in [30] to reduce the candidate modes in
depth coding process, where the correlation between inter-
view and grayscale similarity is used to search the opti-
mal PU mode. A fast decision [31] can save the encoding
time of depth map by using the correlation of depth-texture
and edge information. It can omit several characteristics in
depth levels and prediction modes, which rarely appear in
mode decision. A fast 3D-HEVC depth map compression is
exploited in [32] to correlate the rate-distortion optimization
(RDO) process, which is based on machine learning and
data mining to extract correlations among the 3D-HEVC
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context attributes. It reports averaged 58.3% complexity
reduction with 0.13% bit-rate loss for 3D-HEVC. A fast
depth map intra mode decision method is developed in [33]
to assign computational complexity based on tensor fea-
ture extraction and data analysis, which can selectively omit
unnecessary depth modes in the 3D-HEVC mode decision
process.

Category 2: reducing the complexity of texture video cod-
ing. An efficient encoder is presented in [34] and [35] to
speed up the texture video compression, two strategies are
employed by utilizing the correlation of inter-view. It reports
averaged 47.1% time saving with 0.1% bit-rate loss. A fast
texture video mode decision method based on the depth infor-
mation is investigated in [36], which can achieve the com-
putational complexity reduction of 3D-HEVC. This method
exploits the correlations of depth map values to simplify the
coding process of texture video. In [37], an online-learning-
based method which is designed can speed up the texture
coding, where this algorithm can adjust the prediction modes
search in texture video coding.

Category 3: reducing the complexity of both texture and
depth coding. A novel mode decision method is proposed
in [38] to accelerate the most time-consuming prediction pro-
cess, which adaptively adjusts the mode decision procedure
by using the correlation of adjacent CUs depth levels and the
correlation of texture-depth. Up to 66.0% peak complexity
reduction is reported over HTM 9.0 with about 1.3% sacrifice
for the synthesized video quality. An efficient CU partition
process method is employed in [39] to save coding time
for real-time applications. A fast mode decision method is
introduced in [40] to save the coding time of 3D-HEVC by
using the gradient information. In our previous work [41],
a fast MVD coding scheme including fast motion and mode
size selection is presented for 3D-HEVC, where about 60.1%
complexity reduction is achieved with only 0.57% BD-rate
loss. The aforementioned methods can effectively accelerate
the encoding time of 3D-HEVC andmaintain almost the same
video quality with original encoder. However, most of the
existing methods only optimize the correlations among inter-
view, inter-component and the inter-level, while the coding
information among mode prediction size, RD cost and CU
partition characteristics in 3D-HEVC is not fully explored.
Although a few fast coding algorithms are proposed to select
proper prediction directions for previous compression stan-
dard as H.264, HEVC and MVC, there is still much room to
further reduce the coding complexity of 3D-HEVC.

In this paper, a novel fast algorithm is presented to decrease
the computational complexity of 3D-HEVC. View similari-
ties exist in the texture and depth image contents (instant and
view point at the same time), which contains strong correla-
tion. In our previous works [41] and [42], we skipped some
unnecessary modes in 3D-HEVC to reduce the coding com-
plexity only according to the correlations of temporal-spatial
and inter-view. As a result, we cannot achieve the optimum
coding performance, which has a relatively low the correla-
tion of texture-depth. Hence, the proposed algorithm reduces

the coding complexity by skipping unnecessary modes under
the consideration of texture-depth as well as temporal-spatial
and inter-view correlations. The main idea of this paper is
jointly exploiting coding information of inter-view, spatio-
temporal, and texture-depth to extract mode prediction fea-
tures for 3D-HEVC, and then optimizing prediction modes
of the current texture and depth treeblocks. It comprises
three approaches: fast CU depth level range decision method,
early SKIP/Mergemode detectionmethod, and adaptive early
termination mode prediction method. The main contributions
of the proposed method are as follows: (1) unlike the for-
merly fast CU depth decision, fast CU depth level range
determination makes decision based on a motion complexity
parameter, which is defined according to the correlations of
motion information not only among spatial-temporal neigh-
boring treeblocks, but also between previously coded view
and texture-depth; (2) early SKIP and Merge mode detection
reduces unnecessary prediction modes according to the mode
context of inter-view, spatio-temporal and texture and depth
video neighboring treeblocks; (3) adaptive early termination
mode prediction uses the RD cost correlations between the
coding information of inter-view, spatio-temporal, texture-
depth neighboring CUs, and the previously coded treeblocks
to exploit the adaptive threshold for fast coding. As far as
we know, there is almost no work similar to the proposed
algorithm on the 3D-HEVC.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In section II,
the observations and analysis are introduced. Section III
explains the proposed fast method in detail. Section VI
provides the performance of the proposed method. Finally,
Section V concludes this paper.

II. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
Since the additional coding tools are introduced into
3D-HEVC, specifically used to depth map, which has the
same quadtree structure with HEVC. The mode prediction
process of 3D-HEVC is performed by using all coding modes
to select the best one with minimum RD cost. Therefore,
the cost function Jmode is evaluated as,

Jmode=(SSEluma+ωchroma · SSEchroma)+λmode · Rmode (1)

where SSEluma and SSEchroma are the distortion between
current treeblock and reconstructed treeblock on luma and
chroma component, respectively. ωchroma is the weighing
parameter, λmode is the Lagrange multiplier, Rmode is total
bit-rate cost. This ‘‘try all then select the best’’ method can
improve coding efficiency of encoder, but requires a large
complexity. Furthermore, the additional new prediction tools
(such as DMMs, SDC) have been developed for depth image
to improve the coding efficiency of MVD. Compared with
HEVC, all the new tools are added to the full RD search list
in 3D-HEVC. These techniques will make high complexity
and obstruct the application of 3D-HEVC.

In video sequences, it exists high correlation between
the adjacent treeblocks of spatial and temporal. The coding
message of the current treeblock is highly inseparable to
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FIGURE 1. Predictors of current CU.

the prediction mode of its spatial and temporal neighboring
treeblocks. Therefore, we can exploit the correlations of spa-
tial and temporal to analyze the current treeblock features
and skip certain needless modes. Furthermore, the correla-
tion of inter-view is developed to reduce data redundancy
of MVD in HTM encoders. View similarities exist in the
texture video and depth map, which leads to strong relation
among these multi-view contents (the relationship between
the current treeblock and the corresponding treeblocks as
shown in Fig. 1). After the above observations, the afore-
mentioned correlations among the inter-view are analyzed
on some video test sequences. Among the video sequences,
‘‘Kendo’’, ‘‘Balloons’’ and ‘‘Newspaper’’ are 1024 × 768
resolution, ‘‘Undo_Dancer’’, ‘‘GT_Fly’’, ‘‘Poznan_Street’’,
‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’ and ‘‘Shark’’ are 1920 × 1088 resolution.
Test conditions are set as follows: 3-view case, quantization
parameters (QPs) of both texture and depth are set as 25, 30,
35 and 40, VSP and DMMs are on.

TABLE 1. Coding information correlation.

Table 1 shows the coding information correlations between
current treeblock and its corresponding treeblock in adja-
cent independent views, in which ‘‘same CU depth level’’

denotes that current treeblock has same depth level as the
neighboring views (suitable for both texture video and depth
map). Table 1 demonstrates that the ‘‘same CU depth level’’
has more probability to be selected compared with the other
different depth levels, and the average probability is 78.1%
for overall texture video treeblocks, and 72.1% for overall
depthmap treeblocks, respectively. Therefore, CU depth level
in current treeblock is decided based on the corresponding
treeblock in adjacent independent view.

Meanwhile, the strong coding information correlations are
obvious in multi-view video and depth. Since the texture and
depth image in MVD represent the same scene, the coding
characteristics may be similar in mode decision process.
Table 2 shows the coding correlations between current tree-
block of depth map and its co-located treeblock in texture
video, where ‘‘TDL0’’, ‘‘TDL1’’, ‘‘TDL2’’ and ‘‘TDL3’’ are
the depth levels of co-located treeblock of texture video,
‘‘same CU depth level’’ denotes that the current depth tree-
blocks have the same depth value as the co-located treeblock
of texture. As shown in Table 2, when the texture video
treeblocks choose the depth value is ‘‘0’’ (TDL0), the average
probability of depth map treeblock which choose the depth
value ‘‘0’’ (same CU depth level) reaches 96.5%; when the
depth value of texture video treeblock is ‘‘1’’ (TDL1), ‘‘2’’
(TDL2) or ‘‘3’’ (TDL3), the probability of depth map tree-
block with same CU depth level are more than 36.6%. This
results indicate that the optimal depth value of texture video
treeblock has a high possibility to be the best depth value
of depth map treeblock. Thus, it takes advantage of coding
information similarities between depth and texture to save the
encoding time of 3D-HEVC.

Based on above observations, the coding correlations from
the spatial-temporal, formerly coded view and texture-depth
are utilized in this section. A set of coding prediction vari-
ables (ψ) is defined as,

ψ = {TS ,TT ,TI ,TTD} (2)

where TS represents spatial predictors (including P1,P2,P3
andP4 in Fig.1), TT represents temporal predictors (including
P5, P6, P7, P8 and P9) located at the same position in the
current texture treeblock TC , TI represents the inter-view pre-
dictors in (including P10, P11, P12, P13 and P14) in the neigh-
bor coded view, TTD represents the texture-depth predictors
(including P15,P16,P17,P18 and P19) from corresponding
depth map view in Fig.1. Based on coding information in
the predictors ψ , the current treeblock is extracted to skip
unnecessary variable-size prediction modes.

III. PROPOSED FAST 3D-HEVC ALGORITHM FOR MVD
A. FAST CU DEPTH LEVEL RANGE DETERMINATION
In 3D-HEVC, the quadtree structure is also used to compress
texture and depth data. In addition, CU depth level has a
fixed range for all the texture and depth coding. Similar to
HEVC, both ME and DE process will search all the candidate
depth levels and find the best mode with minimum RD cost.
The above techniques improve coding efficiency as high as
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TABLE 2. Depth level correlation of the depth map and texture video.

possible in HTM, but bring significant computational com-
plexity. In fact, small depth values occur very frequently for
treeblocks in static region. On the other hand, small depth
values are rarely selected for treeblocks with complex motion
region [25]. The exhaustive mode decision is unnecessary,
CU depth level is adaptively skipped by utilizing the motion
characteristics of texture and depth treeblock.

Based on the motion predictors ψ of Equation (2),
we use the motion information from the referenced predic-
tors to explore ME characteristics of the current treeblock.
We present a new standard to recognize motion complexity of
among the current treeblock and the neighboring treeblocks.
Motion vectors from the current texture treeblock and these
from 4 × 4 block level covered by corresponding treeblocks
(P1,P2, . . . , P19) are used to evaluate motion homogeneity.
If motion vectors of the current texture treeblock and covered
4×4 block of corresponding treeblocks are defined asMVij =(
MVxij,MVyij

)
, themotion complexity in the horizontal x and

vertical y directions are defined as,

MCx =
1
T

∑
(i,j)∈ψ

∣∣MVxij − ρij· ∑
(i,j)∈ψ

MVxij | (3)

MCy =
1
T

∑
(i,j)∈ψ

∣∣MVyij − ρij · ∑
(i,j)∈ψ

MVyij | (4)

where MCx and MCy denote the motion complexity of the
horizontal x and vertical y, respectively. T is the total amount
(4 × 4 block) of current treeblock and its adjacent tree-
blocks, ρij denotes weight factor, which depends on their
correlation from the current CU. The stronger correlation
among the current CU and adjacent treeblocks, the larger
of the value should be assigned. According to the exten-
sive experiments, the weights for adjacent treeblocks in the
spatial predictors are set to 0.4, and the weight for tempo-
ral, inter-view and texture-depth predictors are set to 0.2.
In this paper, the motion complexity parameter is defined in
function (5),

MC = MCx +MCy (5)

Based on themotion complexity parameterMC , the current
treeblock Tc is classified into two types: static and complex

motion treeblocks, which is defined as follows,

Tc ⊂

{
Static region if MC < R
Complex motion region otherwise

(6)

where R denotes the threshold factor, which determines the
treeblock with static or complex motion region. The value
of R is crucial for mode decision in 3D-HEVC, and it can
balance complexity reduction and coding quality. Based on
simulations results, it can be found that the optimal value of R
depends on each sequence content. The threshold R is calcu-
lated by analyzing the motion homogeneity of a treeblock in
each sequence. R is calculated by motion vectors, so as long
as motion vectors are obtained, which is calculated without
coding. Assume that a treeblock located at the a th row and
b th column, the R is defined for each sequence as:

R = 0.8×
1

A× B
·

A−1∑
a=0

B−1∑
b=0

(
MVxa,b +MVya,b

)
(7)

where A and B represent the number of treeblocks of a row
and a column in each test frame, respectively.

TABLE 3. CU depth level distribution for different treeblocks in texture
coding.

We analyze the CU depth level distribution for two types
of treeblocks in Tables 3 and 4. ‘‘Level 0’’, ‘‘Level 1’’,
‘‘Level 2’’ and ‘‘Level 3’’ are the CU depth levels of texture
and depth treeblock. Tables 3 and 4 show that the CUs with
static region, its average probabilities of choosing ‘‘Level 0’’
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TABLE 4. CU depth level distribution for different treeblocks in depth
map coding.

TABLE 5. CU depth levels for texture and depth treeblocks.

and ‘‘Level 1’’ are 67.0%, and about 30.9% in texture video,
and the average probability of remaining CUs depth level is
1.4%. Therefore, when the depth level is set to ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’,
it will most likely cover about 97.9% texture video tree-
blocks. The CU mode decision on depth level ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’
is skipped. Correspondingly, about 94.0% of depth map tree-
blocks choose the optimal CU depth level with ‘‘0’’, and
total of ‘‘Level 1’’, ‘‘Level 2’’ and ‘‘Level 3’’ is less than
6.0%. Thus, the CUmode prediction with depth level of ‘‘1’’,
‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’ is skipped. For treeblocks with complex motion
region, the probabilities of choosing ‘‘Level 2’’ and ‘‘Level3’’
are 28.5% and 65.8% in texture video, respectively, and total
of ‘‘Level 0’’ and ‘‘Level 1’’ is less than 6.6%. If the CU depth
level is set to ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’, it will be cover about 93.4% of
texture treeblocks. Meantime, the probability of depth level
‘‘1’’ in depth map is not very low, more than 19.3%, and
thus only CU mode decision on depth level of ‘‘0’’ is skipped
in depth compression. Therefore, the above analysis shows
that the CU depth levels that are performed in 3D-HEVC are
summarized in Table 5.

B. EARLY SKIP AND MERGE MODE DETECTION
In 3D-HEVC, the prediction modes for treeblock in inter-
frame include SKIP, Merge, inter 2N× 2N, 2N×N, N× 2N,
N × N, 2N × nU, 2N × nD, nL × 2N, nR × 2N and Intra
2N× 2N, N×N.When a treeblock chooses SKIP andMerge

mode, it has no significant residual coefficients. Thus, SKIP
and Merge mode provide outstanding coding performance
with a little complexity, once SKIP and Merge mode are
early determined, the exhaustive ME and DE process are
omitted in mode decision. But the aforementioned decision
procedure is delayed since the computation of RD cost in
original encoder needs to fully search and then choose the
SKIP/Merge mode with least cost. Since the nature texture
video possess substantial amounts of background and static
regions and depth map takes advantage of nearly constant
and homogeneous regions, numerous CUs will choose SKIP
andMergemode based on RD cost. Therefore, ifMerge/SKIP
mode is decided in early mode decision process, large coding
time could be reduced in original encoder. Based on above
analysis, we present an early SKIP andMergemode detection
to omit ME and DE process in 3D-HEVC.

In order to detect SKIP/Merge mode correlation between
current treeblock and treeblocks in predictors ψ , we clas-
sify the current treeblock into two types, i.e., ‘‘TB1’’ and
‘‘TB2’’. ‘‘TB1’’ denotes the neighboring treeblocks (includ-
ing TS ,TT ,TI ,TTD in Fig.1), which chooses SKIP/Merge
mode, and ‘‘TB2’’ represents the remaining treeblocks.
‘‘Whole’’ indicates the total number of treeblocks.

Tables 6 and 7 show the SKIP andMerge mode distribution
for different types of treeblocks with full mode decision.
As shown in Tables 6 and 7, SKIP and Merge mode with a
higher possibility are selected, and the average probability
reaches 63.8% for texture coding, and about 82.7% for depth
coding in whole treeblocks. For type of ‘‘TB1’’ treeblock,
about 96.6% of texture treeblock and about 98.1% of depth
treeblockwill choose SKIP andMergemode. For type ‘‘TB2’’
treeblock, about 32.5% of texture treeblock and 34.9% of
depth treeblock will choose SKIP and Merge mode. In addi-
tion, we can find that many treeblocks are type ‘‘TB1’’,
the ratio of type ‘‘TB1’’ is 49.1% for texture coding, and
75.1% for depth coding. Thus, if the corresponding predictors
in ψ are coding with SKIP and Merge mode, it can be
considered that two modes have high possibility to select as
the optimal mode. Furthermore, if we can early detect SKIP
and Merge mode for type ‘‘TB1’’ treeblock, a lot of encoding
time can be omitted.

C. ADAPTIVE EARLY TERMINATION MODE PREDICTION
In 3D-HEVC, the mode prediction procedure finds the best
one from all candidate modes by the RDO. In fact, ME/DE
process on small CU size and mode prediction would be
unnecessary in most cases because the treeblocks have sub-
stantial amounts of background or homogeneous region [39].
Therefore, it is better to propose an early termination strategy
in 3D-HEVC. As mentioned above, the coding information
of inter-view, spatio-temporal and texture-depth are strongly
correlated to the current treeblock in mode decision proce-
dure of 3D-HEVC. The results show that RD cost of the
current treeblock is intimately related to neighboring tree-
blocks. Based on above analysis, the RD cost of the current
treeblock (RD cos tTpredict ) is determined by using RD cost
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TABLE 6. SKIP and merge distribution for texture video treeblocks.

TABLE 7. SKIP and merge distribution for depth map treeblocks.

of neighboring predictors ψ , (8), as shown at the bottom of
the page, where i is the number of neighboring treeblocks,
RD cos ti is RD cost of neighboring treeblocks, αi is weight
parameter of treeblock, which is allocated to the adjacent tree-
blocks according to their correlation from current treeblock.
ξi is an adjust factor. Hence, ξi is set to ‘‘1’’, when adjacent
treeblocks is available; otherwise, ξi is ‘‘0’’. χ, δ, ε and γ
are the mode-weight factor. Similar to the previous equations
(3) and (4), the stronger correlation between the current CU
and adjacent treeblocks, the larger of the mode-weight factor
value should be assigned. In this experiment, χ, δ, ε and γ
are set to 0.4, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.2, respectively.

The threshold (THr) for early termination mode deci-
sion is calculated based on the minimum RD cost among
RD cos tTpredict and spatial adjacent treeblocks,

THr = µ · {RD cos tP1,RD cos tP2,

RD cos tP3,RD cos tP4,RD cos tTpredict
}
(9)

where µ represents an adjust parameter. When the minimum
RD cost of the current treeblock (texture video or depth
map) is smaller than THr , some ME and DE process on
unnecessary CU sizes are skipped.

The µ should be greatly save the encoding time of 3D-
HEVC while it keeps a high accuracy. The accuracy of early

FIGURE 2. Relation in texture video coding.

termination (o) is evaluated as:

o = NE
/
NF (10)

where NE is the number of early terminated CUs, and NF
is the number of CUs which have the same optimal mode
selected by full mode decision. Figs. 2 and 3 show the
relationship between the value of µ and the percentage of

RD cos tTpredict=

χ ·
4∑
i=1
αi · ξi · RD cos ti+ δ ·

9∑
i=5
αi · ξi · RD cos ti+ ε ·

14∑
i=10

αi · ξi · RD cos ti+ γ ·
19∑
i=15

αi · ξi · RD cos ti

19∑
i=1
αi · ξi

(8)
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FIGURE 3. Relation in depth map coding.

early terminated CUs/accuracy of early termination in tex-
ture and depth, respectively. Eight sequences with differ-
ent content characteristics are tested, including ‘‘Kendo’’,
‘‘Balloons’’, ‘‘Newspaper’’, ‘‘Undo_Dancer’’, ‘‘GT_Fly’’,
‘‘Poznan_Street’’, ‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’ and ‘‘Shark’’.

It is informed from Fig. 2 that for a treeblock of texture
video, when µ = 1.30, about 63% treeblocks of texture
image can be early terminated, and the average accuracy of
early determination is larger than 91%. When µ > 1.30,
the percentage of early terminated treeblocks of texture video
slowly increases. At the same time, the early termination
accuracy will decrease with the increase of µ, which leads
to significant decrease in coding efficiency. When µ < 1.30,
the percentage of early terminated treeblocks of texture video
and accuracy of early termination increase quite slowly. Thus,
the threshold µ is set to 1.30 for texture coding in this paper.
For a treeblock of depth map in Fig. 3, when µ = 1.30,
more than 76% treeblocks of texture video can be early
terminated, and the accuracy of the early determination is
larger than 93%. Thus, the value of the threshold µ for depth
map coding is set to 1.05 in our work.

D. PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED OVERALL METHOD
Based on strategies of fast CU depth level, early SKIP and
Merge mode detection and adaptive early termination mode
prediction, the proposed fast 3D-HEVC method is described
as follows:

Step 1) Start mode decision for a treeblock.
Step 2) Derive the predictors ψ on the corresponding

treeblock of the spatial-temporal, previously coded view, and
texture-depth.

Step 3) Perform fast CU depth level range determination.
Compute motion complexity parameter MC based on equa-
tion (5), and classify the current treeblock into static and
complex motion region. When the current treeblock is static
area, the best depth level range is set to be [0, 1] for texture
coding, and ‘‘0’’ for depth coding; when the current treeblock
is complex motion area, the best depth level range is set to
[2, 3] for texture coding, and [1, 3] for depth coding.

Step 4) Perform early SKIP and Merge mode detection.
If the corresponding treeblocks of the current treeblock in
predictors ψ are all with the SKIP and Merge mode, skip
ME/DE process, and go to Step 6).

Step 5) Perform adaptive termination mode prediction.
Compute for THr by equations (8) and (9). Compare the cur-
rent treeblock (texture video or depthmap) RD cost with THr .
When the RD cost of the current treeblock is smaller than
THr , early terminate the mode decision process.
Step 6) Select the best mode.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the performance of proposed overall method,
the proposed fast scheme is implemented on recent
3D-HEVC encoder (HTM 16.1 [40]). We have tested eight
MVD sequences in two resolutions (1024 × 768 and
1920 × 1088) recommended by JCT-3V Group from com-
mon test condition (CTC) [41]. Each test MVD sequence
contains three views. In these sequences, the ‘‘Shark’’,
‘‘Undo_Dancer’’, and ‘‘GT_Fly’’ are synthetic video
sequences with high precision depth map, the ‘‘Kendo’’,
‘‘Balloons’’, ‘‘Newspaper’’, ‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’, and ‘‘Poznan_
Street’’ are natural video sequences with estimated depth
map. Test conditions are used as follows: three-view case:
center view -left view -right view (in coding order), QP are
set as (25, 34), (30, 39), (35, 42) and (40, 45), the maximum
coding unit is 64 × 64 pixels, a max partition depth is 4.
In this section, we compare the proposed fast method with
HTM16.1 and the state-of-the-art fast methods [33], [35],
[36], [38], where the compression efficiency is measured by
BDBR [42], and ‘‘TS’’ means the entire encoding time saving
compared with 3D-HEVC, which is defined as follow,

TS =
Timeproposed − Timeorigional

Timeorigional
× 100% (11)

where Timeproposed and Timeorigional denote encoding time
of the proposed scheme and original 3D-HEVC for same
test video, respectively. In Tables 8-10, ‘‘TSt ’’, ‘‘TSd ’’, and
‘‘TSo’’ represent run time savings of the texture, depth,
and overall coding, respectively. The experimental work is
implemented on Windows 7 with two CPU of Intel Xeon
E5-2640@2.0 GHz and RAM of 32.0 GB.

B. RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL METHODS
Table 8 gives the individual coding results of the proposed
algorithms, i.e., fast CU depth level range determination
(FCUDR), early SKIP and Merge mode detection (ESMD),
and adaptive early termination mode prediction (AETMP),
respectively. Since the overall performance of the proposed
individual algorithm has more research value for this paper,
the overall results of the proposed individual method are
shown in Table 8. For FCUDR strategy, about 46.8% overall
runtime has been saved with only 0.42% BDBR increase
(or 0.02 dB BDPSNR drop). This encoding time reduc-
tion is particularly high for large motion sequences such
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TABLE 8. Coding results of each individual method compared with original encoders.

TABLE 9. Coding results of the overall algorithm.

TABLE 10. Results of proposed method and state-of-the art works.

as ‘‘Undo_Dancer’’ (49.2%) and ‘‘Shark’’ (48.9%), but it
is still evident for low activity motion sequence such as
‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’ (39.6%). These indicate that FCUDR strat-
egy can skip unnecessary depth levels of 3D-HEVC. For
the proposed ESMD approach, about 31.4% overall coding
time has been saved, and the bit-rate increase is 0.21%,
which is negligible. Therefore, ESMD method can maintain
the coding efficiency and greatly reduce the complexity of
HTM. In Table 8, the AETMP method shows a consistent
gain in overall encoding speed for different motion activities
videos with the highest gain of 34.2% in ‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’
and the lowest gain of 22.8% in ‘‘Shark’’. On the contrary,
the RD efficiency almost has no loss, only 0.17% bit-rate
increase. This result demonstrates that AETMP method
can early terminate ME and DE process on unnecessary
CU sizes.

C. RESULTS OF OVERALL METHOD
Table 9 gives the coding results of the proposed over-
all method which includes FCUDR, ESMD and AETMP
approach compared with original encoder. The proposed
overall method can greatly reduce the encoding time. The
proposed overall method can save the coding time by
70.2%. For static or slowmotion video like ‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’,
the proposed method saves 79.2% overall coding time. The
reduction in computation is especially high because exhaus-
tive mode decision process of a large number of treeblocks
is not handled for 3D-HEVC. For complex sequence like
‘‘Undo_Dancer’’, the proposed overall method also can save
reduce 62.2% overall encoding time. It can be observed that
encoding time savings are also constant for 3D-HEVC, which
can reduce encoding time by 66.6% and 73.6% in texture and
depth, respectively. Meanwhile, the average BD-rate incre-
ment is 0.62 % (or BD-PSNR decrease is 0.03dB), which is
can be negligible. Therefore, the proposed overall method can
efficiently save the encoding time of HTM with negligible
loss of RD performance.

Fig. 4 gives the overall time saving of proposed approaches
(including FCUDR, ESMD, AETMP and the proposed over-
all method) compared with HTM encoder for two typical
videos ‘‘Kendo’’ and ‘‘Poznan_Hall2’’. The proposed algo-
rithm has consistency for different video sequences. In order
to see the performance of individual algorithm and the overall
algorithm more clearly, the performance of the sequence
is presented separately. As shown in Fig. 4, the FCUDR,
ESMD, AETMP and the proposed overall approach attain
consistent overall time saving for different resolution test
sequences over a large QP values range. Moreover, with QP
values increase, the encoding time savings increase in the
curves. The reason is that with the QP increase, the probabil-
ity of depth level 0-1 for texture treeblocks and depth level 0
for depth treeblocks is due to FCUDR approach, the proba-
bility of SKIP/Merge mode is due to ESMD approaches, and
the probability of early termination mode prediction is due to
AETMP approaches, which are all increased in HTM.

In addition to HTM, the proposed overall method is also
compared with state-of-the-art works for an objective com-
parison. These algorithms include FDML [32], FDTFD [33],
FDTC [35], OLCR [37], FMDR [38], FMDG [40], and
FMCC [41], which are the fast and efficient algorithms
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FIGURE 4. Overall time saving of the proposed approaches compared
with 3D-HEVC.

for 3D-HEVC. Note that, the FDTC and OLCR method are
designed for texture coding only in 3D-HEVC; the FDML
and FDTFD method are designed for depth coding only
in 3D-HEVC. All the algorithms are used on HTM16.1 and
same computer for comparison. Table 10 gives the coding
result of the overall time saving and BD-rate, respectively.

We can see from Table 10 that the FDTFD, OLCR, and
FMDG algorithm perform good RD performance, but their
encoding time savings are poor. Compared with FDTFD,
OLCR and FMDG algorithm, the proposed overall method
can reduce 39.6%-65.6% encoding time with good RD per-
formance. Among these seven previous methods, FDTFD
method has the smallest coding efficiency degradation, and
FMDR method achieves the largest computation reduction.
Compared with FMDR algorithm, the proposed overall algo-
rithm can increase 6.4% encoding time saving with a better
RD efficiency. For state-of-the-art works algorithms, overall
encoding time is reduced by 4.6-63.8%, and BDBR increases
by 0.11-1.39%. The proposed overall approach achieves
70.2% overall coding time savings and proper RD perfor-
mance, with only 0.62% increase in BDBR. Compared to

FDML, FDTFD, FDTC, OLCR, FMDR, FMDG and FMCC
algorithm, the proposed overall method achieves better per-
formance on computation reduction. About 10.1%-65.6%
overall coding time is further saved compared with state-of-
the-art works. At the same time, the increase in BDBR is neg-
ligible. All of the experimental results show that the proposed
overall method utilizing the correlations of inter-view, spatio-
temporal, and texture-depth is efficient for all categories of
test videos and the reduction of the computational complexity
outperforms the state-of-the-art fast method for 3D-HEVC.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient algorithm to reduce
the encoding time of 3D-HEVC, which involves three works,
i.e., fast CU depth level, early SKIP/Merge mode detection,
and adaptive early termination mode prediction. It makes use
of the correlations of inter-view, spatio-temporal, and texture-
depth to skip some treeblocks without a normal coding pro-
cess. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
overall method can significantly reduce 70.2% compression
time, while it maintains nearly the same RD performances.
Furthermore, the proposed overall method outperforms other
state-of-the-art approaches for 3D-HEVC with a better com-
plexity reduction.
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